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WELCOME TO THE CENTER.... THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
TONIGHT WE ARE DISCUSSING A SUBJECT THAT MAKES STRONG MEN AND WOMEN TREMBLE. OUR SUBJECT IS NOT DEATH OR EVIL.

THE LAW!!
PLEASE DO COME IN...

OUR SUBJECT IS...
Each episode in our little series about the arts will examine one portion of a legal boundary, a kind of twilight zone. This is the line between intellectual property and the public domain, the mysterious realm where material is free for all to use without permission.

Our guides, two obscure figures who dwell in these shadows... whose lives are spent in an obsessive quest to chart this line, almost as if they were condemned by some ghastly curse to be the mapmakers of limbo.

Creak

Reveal yourselves please!!

click clack

click clack

click clack

click clack

hi
AND WHICH OF THESE ARTS SHALL WE DISCUSS TONIGHT?

WILL IT BE MUSIC?

OR ANIMATION?

WILL IT BE COMIC BOOKS?

NO...

TONIGHT WE ARE LOOKING AT THE PLACE WHERE ART MEETS HISTORY, WHERE REPORTING MEETS THE FEATURE FILM...

TONIGHT WE ARE LOOKING AT...

DOCUMENTARY FILM...

HEH HEH HEH

A YOUNG PERSON'S GUIDE TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKING

WOODSTOCKS

SO, TO BEGIN...

The Devil's Backbone

Shoah

Crumb

Harlan County USA

A Film by Spike Lee

4 Little Girls

Academy Award Winner!
DOCUMENTARIES ARE RECORDS OF OUR CULTURE. BUT OUR CULTURE IS FULL OF ARTIFACTS PROTECTED BY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS -- MUSIC, IMAGES, PHOTOGRAPHS.

Filmmakers are sometimes asked to clear rights to these cultural fragments, even if they appear only incidentally.

"Clearing rights" is the process of finding the rights holder and getting permission or paying to use material.

But documentarians are not merely in the position of dealing with other people's rights; they're also in the position of asserting their own -- they may want to receive payment, or prevent certain uses of their footage.

How should the law draw lines between filmmakers' need to portray a culture full of legally protected material, and their desire to protect their own works?

Let's hear from a filmmaker.

Meet Akiko...
Hi! I wanted to make a film capturing a day in the life of New York.

I know, New York's such a broad canvas...

My documentary would let the city speak for itself.

The gaps between rich and poor, the mix of "high" and "low" culture -- the human comedy (or is it tragedy?)
Cats

Winter Garden

Let the memory live again...

Broadway Theatres...

Art Galleries...

Subway Graffiti...

Jazz Buskers...

I guess that's OK...

Do I need to clear rights?

LEXINGTON AV

I love NY
THE SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF THE CITY...

PRETTY WOMAN, WALKIN' DOWN THE STREET

EXIT

I DID IT MY WAY.

PAINTINGS, MUSIC, SCULPTURE... IS ALL THIS STUFF COPYRIGHTED?
SING US A SONG
YOU'RE THE
PIANO MAN...

AH HA HUSH
THAT FUSS...

BOOM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
to YOU

WILL I BE
ABLE TO KEEP
these MOMENTS?
OR WILL THEY
have TO COME
OUT?
This is like a minefield. I'm scared I might discover what's copyrighted the hard way, when it blows up in my face!

How do I know what's copyrighted?

And if it is, who owns the rights?

It's harder to answer these questions than it used to be.

Until about 25 years ago, copyright law didn't protect works unless the author included a simple notice: © Akiko, 2005.

That notice would have provided some answers.

But the law changed - now creative works are automatically copyrighted.

And if there's no copyright notice, it's up to you to track the rights owner down.

Have the copyrights on any of this stuff run out?

Wait... 1923?!

Only works published before 1923 or produced by the federal government are clearly in the "public domain," where copyright has expired.

Do you mean my film has to be stripped of copyrighted content from the past 80 years?
Well, many works published between 1923 and 1977 are in the public domain because the authors did not comply with notice, renewal or other formalities. But trying to track down this information can be time-consuming and fruitless, so artists often have to presume these works are copyrighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Work</th>
<th>When the Work is Fixed in a Tangible Medium of Expression</th>
<th>Protected From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Created 1-1-78 or after*</td>
<td>Published before 1923</td>
<td>Public Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published from 1923 to 1963</td>
<td>Published with notice (works published without notice are in the public domain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published from 1964 to 1977</td>
<td>When published with notice (works published without notice are in the public domain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created before 1-1-78 but not published</td>
<td>1-1-78 (the effective date of the 1976 Copyright Act)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created before 1-1-78 but Published between then and 12-31-2002</td>
<td>1-1-78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created before 1-1-78 and Published after 12-31-2002</td>
<td>1-1-78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Works published without notice between 1-1-78 and 3-1-89 retained copyright only if the omission of notice was corrected.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term of Protection</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life of author + 70 years (for works of corporate or anonymous authorship) or shorter of 95 years from publication or 120 years from creation</td>
<td>Henry Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>Moby Dick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 years after publication date; however if copyright was not renewed, work is now in public domain</td>
<td>Gone with the Wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 years after publication date</td>
<td>Fear and Loathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life + 70 years</td>
<td>Dear Diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life + 70 years, or 12-31-2047, whichever is greater</td>
<td>Diary: Today I went to my Property Tax Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life + 70 years</td>
<td>Letters of Mark Twain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K Tel - 2005 Great Unreleased Garage Bands from the 1960s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on Professor Lolly Gasaway's chart "When U.S. Works Pass Into the Public Domain."
SO THE ONLY WAY I CAN USE COPYRIGHTED WORKS WITHOUT PERMISSION IS TO FIND OUT WHETHER THEY'RE IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN?

NO, THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS BUILT INTO COPYRIGHT LAW SUCH AS "FAIR USE" - WHICH PERMITS USES FOR CRITICISMS, COMMENTARY AND OTHER PURPOSES...

FLEETING AND INCIDENTAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL SHOULD USUALLY BE FAIR... BUT RIGHTS HOLDERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND INSURERS CAN BE CONSERVATIVE ABOUT WHAT'S FAIR, AND REQUIRE CLEARANCES ANYWAY.

SO TO MANY ARTISTS THE QUESTION OF "FAIR USE" CAN SEEM LIKE A GAME OF BLIND MAN'S BLUFF...

OR A SURREALIST GARDEN OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DELIGHTS.
Filmmaker Jon Else ran into copyright clearance problems with "Sing Faster," his documentary about the stage hands' view of Wagner's Ring Cycle. Else does great stuff — I loved "open outcry," what kind of problems?

Well, he needed to cut and replace 4½ seconds from "The Simpsons" that were accidentally captured in one of the scenes...

The Simpsons?

Stagehands were playing checkers backstage while the opera was performed, and a small TV in the background was showing "The Simpsons." Matt Groening didn't object, but Fox demanded $10,000 for rights to the 4½ seconds.

This was clearly a "fair use," but Else was told Fox would make litigating the issue difficult and costly.

He took it out — even though he thought it was important for the scene.

Wow! So just because "The Simpsons" was playing in the bar I filmed, I might have to pay for it?

Even if I didn't use it deliberately, and was just trying to capture "reality"?
FAIR USE SHOULD MEAN YOU DON'T NEED PERMISSION FOR INCIDENTALLY CAPTURED FRAGMENTS, BUT THE PRACTICE IS OFTEN DIFFERENT.

JON ELSE'S EXPERIENCE IS NOT UNIQUE.

A CELL PHONE HAPPENED TO RING DURING THE FILMING OF MARILYN AGRELO AND AMY SEWELL'S 'MAD HOT BALLROOM,' A DOCUMENTARY ABOUT NEW YORK CITY KIDS IN A BALLROOM DANCING COMPETITION. THE RING TONE WAS THE "ROCKY" THEME SONG. THIS IS A VERY STRONG CASE FOR FAIR USE.

BUT EMI, WHICH OWNS THE RIGHTS TO THE "ROCKY" SONG, ASKED FOR -- GUESS HOW MUCH?

$10,000! IN ANOTHER SCENE, THEY WERE FILMING A FOOSBALL GAME AND ONE OF THE PLAYERS SPONTANEOUSLY YELLED "EVERYBODY DANCE NOW," A LINE FROM THE C & C MUSIC FACTORY HIT.

I DUNNO... HOW MUCH?

WARNER CHAPPELL DEMANDED $5000 FOR USE OF THE LINE.

THEY EVENTUALLY GOT A BETTER DEAL ON THE "ROCKY" RING TONE, BUT DECIDED TO CUT THE "DANCE LINE, EVEN THOUGH IT REALLY FIT THE MOVIE'S THEME."
In "The First Year," a PBS documentary about Los Angeles public school teachers in their first year of teaching, Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven" came on the radio while a teacher was driving a van full of students to an outing.

The teacher turned the song up and called to the class to listen. The students rolled their eyes. It wasn't their music. It was a pivotal moment—a live generation gap.

Davis Guggenheim, the filmmaker, was unable to clear rights to the song and had to cut it out...

WOW, THAT'S DEMORALIZING. THERE'S A LOT OF MUSIC PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND OF MY FILM. I DIDN'T CHOOSE TO INCLUDE IT. IT WAS JUST THERE, EVERYWHERE I FILMED.

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS?

Or try to find the rights owners and ask for permission...

Or overdub it with music that's in the public domain...

WELL, YOU COULD ASSERT FAIR USE AND KEEP IT IN THE FILM...
HMMM... LET'S SEE...

COULD THE SAX PLAYER IN THE SUBWAY BE PLAYING MOZART INSTEAD OF "I LOVE NEW YORK?"

LEXINGTON AVE

OH PRETTY WOMAN, WALKIN' DOWN THE STREET

AND THE DUELLING HIP HOP SONGS IN TIMES SQUARE WITH JOHN PHILLIPSOUZA.

AND REPLACE THE HOT DOG VENDOR'S SINATRA WITH "YES! WE HAVE NO BANANAS."

I DID IT MY WAY.

AKIKO... UM... THAT SONG WAS SET TO GO INTO THE PUBLIC DOMAIN IN 1999, BUT THEN CONGRESS EXTENDED THE TERM FOR ANOTHER 20 YEARS...

THE THING IS, THE MUSIC IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THESE SCENES. REPLACING IT WOULD REALLY DISRUPT THE FILM.

HMMM...
ALL OF THIS IS A LITTLE FREAKY, AS IF I WERE "DISAPPEARING" EVERYTHING IN NYC THAT WAS CONNECTED TO COPYRIGHTED CULTURE.
AND THESE CHANGES CAN DEMAND
STILL MORE CHANGES. IF THE
MUSIC IS REMOVED, IT CAN'T
BE REFERRED TO LATER.

SO... NOW WE CAN'T
TRUST DOCUMENTARIES
ANYMORE?

THIS WHOLE
THING IS CRAZY!
HOW ARE ANY FILMS
GOING TO BE MADE
IF WE SPEND OUR
TIME WORRYING
ABOUT BEING SUED
OR CUTTING AND
EVEN RE-EDITING
THEM?

I CAN'T BELIEVE THIS. DID THE
CLASSIC DOCUMENTARIES HAVE TO
GO THROUGH THIS RIGAMAROLE?

AND HAD TO BE REPLACED WITH "LONDON
BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN" BECAUSE THE FILM-
MAKERSCouldn'T AFFORD TO CLEAR RIGHTS.

AND THEN THE
BACKSTAGE HUMMING
HAD TO BE EDITED TO
MATCH THE NEW
MUSIC!
NO, THINGS HAVE CHANGED. AND THE LAW ISN'T NECESSARILY DRIVING THIS. FAIR USE ACTUALLY PROTECTS SOME THINGS MORE CLEARLY TODAY.

BUT MANY FACTORS - NEW TECHNOLOGIES... NEW MARKETS... HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE RISE OF A "RIGHTS" CULTURE.

IF YOU WATCH THE END OF "DON'T LOOK BACK," D.A. PENNEBAKER'S 1967 DOCUMENTARY ABOUT DYLAN, YOU'LL SEE THAT THERE AIN'T THE TEN MINUTES OF MUSIC CREDITS THAT YOU MIGHT SEE NOW.

WE USED TO ACCEPT THAT COPYRIGHT Didn'T GIVE CONTROL OVER EVERY USE.

NOW A LOT OF PEOPLE THINK THE RIGHTS ARE ABSOLUTE!

LOOK OUT UNTIL RECENTLY NO ONE INSISTED ON PAYMENT FOR INCIDENTAL USES...
Remember Monty Python?
Sure, why?

In the early 90s, Terry Gilliam may have borrowed hundreds of images for his Monty Python animations...

He didn't have to get permission.

Times change. 20 years later, a court stopped distribution of his movie "12 Monkeys..." finding that Gilliam had based a set design on a copyrighted drawing.

Reportedly, he had to pay six figures to use the set design.

What's ironic is that Terry Gilliam supposedly also had to pay for a background appearance of Warhol's Xerox of DaVinci's "Last Supper" - itself a copy of a pre-existing work!!

That is ironic!! And imagine losing those Monty Python collages!
These changes also build on each other. Once people have had to pay for material, they tend to turn around and ask for payment if their stuff is used.

It's a vicious circle?

And it's not just fragments. Prices for material that was deliberately included, such as archival footage, are skyrocketing.

Add to this the costs of tracking down rights owners and hacking through thickets of rights holders and you've consumed a pretty big budget.

But I thought cheap digital technology was supposed to give us the democratic era of filmmaking.

What about that documentary "Tarnation," which went to the Cannes Film Festival, but was made for only $218?

True, the $218 price tag got lots of attention... but the film ended up costing over $400,000, most of which went to clearing rights.

Give me your wired re-mixing masses, yearning to be free.
Not everyone is going along with the "rights" culture though. For example, D.A. Pennebaker saw many artists echo the cue card scene from "Don't Look Back," and viewed that kind of borrowing as entirely appropriate.

And you don't always have to pay...

Or ask permission.

Filmmakers regularly keep things in their films as "fair use," including incidental uses.

For example, in Chris Hegedus and D.A. Pennebaker's film, "The War Room."

Ross Perot quits the 1992 presidential race...

And in the background on TV, Patsy Cline sings "Crazy."

They didn't ask permission... it was a fair use!

Ah, find it fascinating... I'm crazy for falling...
AND THEN THERE ARE CRITICAL USES...

RELYING ON FAIR USE, ROBERT GREENWALD MADE EXTENSIVE USE OF FOX NEWS CLIPS IN HIS CRITICAL DOCUMENTARY "OUTFOXED."

IN A DISCUSSION OF RACISM IN THE MEDIA, "BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE" USED UNCLEARED FOOTAGE OF NEWS ANCHORS WARNING ABOUT BLACK MALE SUSPECTS. AND NEITHER USE WAS CHALLENGED.

IN FACT, SEVERAL FILMMAKERS' ORGANIZATIONS HAVE JOINTLY PRODUCED A STATEMENT OF BEST PRACTICES IN FAIR USE TO CLARIFY HOW PROFESSIONAL FILMMAKERS INTERPRET FAIR USE IN DAILY PRACTICE.

FILMMAKERS COULD CHANGE THE "RIGHTS" CULTURE BY LEARNING MORE ABOUT FAIR USE, AND EVEN MAKING SOME COLLECTIVE DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT'S FAIR.
ARTISTS MAY ALSO HAVE SOME AMMUNITION AGAINST UNREASONABLE DENIALS OF FAIR USE.

MATTEL SUED ARTIST TOM FORSYTHE FOR USING TRANSFORMED IMAGES OF BARBIE DOLLS.

THE COURT FOUND THAT THIS WORK WAS A PARODY -- ONE KIND OF FAIR USE.

SO FORSYTHE COULD MAKE IMAGES LIKE...

"MARGARITA BARBIE" OR "LAND OF MILK AND BARBIE!

IN FACT, A JUDGE IN THIS CASE SAID THAT MATTEL'S LAWSUIT WAS...

"OBJECTIVELY UNREASONABLE AND FRIVOLOUS."

AND EVEN AWARDED FORSYTHE SUBSTANTIAL ATTORNEYS' FEES.
"The judge said... well, let him speak for himself..."

Parody

"It appears plaintiff forced defendant into costly litigation to discourage him from using Barbie's image in his artwork... This is just the sort of situation in which this court should award attorneys' fees to deter this type of litigation which contravenes the intent of the Copyright Act."
OK, SO I HAVE CERTAIN RIGHTS UNDER FAIR USE. FOR OTHER CONTENT, IF I CAN MANAGE TO PAY FOR IT, THEN I'M OK, RIGHT?

NOT EXACTLY.

NORMALLy YOU PAY FOR RIGHTS THROUGH A LICENSE, AND THESE LICENSES CAN RUN OUT. YOUR FILM WON'T BE DISTRIBUTED ANY MORE UNLESS YOU ARE WILLING TO PAY TO RENEW THEM.

WHAT? SO IF I GET LICENSES FOR SONGS ON MY SOUNDTRACK, OR PHOTOGRAPhS AND MOVIE CLIPS, THEY CAN EXPIRE?

YES, AND RELATIVELY QUICKLY.

GETTING RIGHTS "IN PERPETUITY" CAN BE EXPENSIVE, AND FILMMAKERS WITH LIMITED FUNDS OFTEN HAVE TO SETTLE FOR SHORT TERM LICENSES. "EYES ON THE PRIZE," THE GREAT CIVIL RIGHTS DOCUMENTARY, DISAPPEARED FROM CIRCULATION BECAUSE THE COST OF RENEWING EXPIRED LICENSES WAS SO HIGH. THE PRODUCERS COULD NOT AFFORD TO PAY THE ESCALATED FEES.

I WAS GOING TO BUY "EYES ON THE PRIZE" AND SHOW IT TO MY KIDS. I CAN'T BELIEVE THAT IT'S OUT OF CIRCULATION -- IT'S SUCH AN IMPORTANT RECORD OF HISTORY.

THAT'S DISCOURAGING. IMAGINE TRYING TO TELL THE STORY OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN THE 50s AND 60s WITHOUT THE MUSIC OR FOOTAGE OF THE TIMES.

CAN YOU COPYRIGHT HISTORY?
Ironically, one reason licensing fees are going up is the increasing popularity of documentaries and new markets for archival footage. The makers of profitable documentaries about Marilyn Monroe or the Normandy landings might be able to afford higher fees.

But then we transfer this “pay as you go” attitude to less commercially attractive films about public school reform or mental institutions.

Sometimes cultural heroes get in on the action. The Martin Luther King, Jr. estate has aggressively asserted copyright over Dr. King’s speeches, photos and interviews. This created enormous obstacles for documentaries—such as Orlando Bagwell’s “Citizen King.”

One can understand wanting to protect Dr. King.

But any rules that apply to Martin Luther King will also apply to David Duke.

Do we want to give copyright holders a veto over history?
DISAPPEARING HISTORY.
FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS...
THIS SYSTEM
DOESN'T MAKE
ANY SENSE.

AND YOU
KNOW
WHAT?

I FEEL LIKE
I'M IN A BAD
SUPERHERO
COMIC...

OUR CULTURE
UNDER
ASSAULT...

BY A CRAZED
OUT-OF-CONTROL
"RIGHTS-MONSTER."

HOW DID
WE GET TO
THIS STATE
OF AFFAIRS?
WHAT'S THIS
SYSTEM FOR?
IS COPYRIGHT
ACTUALLY
BAD
FOR ARTISTS?
NOT AT ALL. LOOK, HERE'S SOME BACKGROUND. U.S. COPYRIGHT PROTECTS 8 TYPES OF WORKS ONCE THEY ARE "FIXED IN ANY TANGIBLE MEDIUM OF EXPRESSION."

BUT REMEMBER, COPYRIGHT DOESN'T PROTECT IDEAS, ONLY SPECIFIC EXPRESSIONS OF IDEAS...

THE CONSTITUTIONAL GOAL OF COPYRIGHT IS TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO MAKE AND DISTRIBUTE NEW WORKS.

TO DO SO, COPYRIGHT LAW GIVES AUTHORS, INCLUDING FILMMAKERS, THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO...

MAKE COPIES
MAKE ADAPTATIONS, TRANSLATIONS
PUBLICLY DISTRIBUTE
PUBLICLY DISPLAY AND
PUBLICLY PERFORM
Each of those rights means that copyright holders can exercise a certain kind of control. That's a good thing, isn't it?

What's going on down there?

Imagine if you didn't have a copyright in your film...

If you send a copy of your documentary to PBS, what's to stop them from showing it without paying you?

Hey!

What's up with that?

Now it's ours!

Ha! Ha! Ha!

Or someone posting it on the internet without your permission?

Downloads.com!

Free film downloads

Akiko's New York
Download 1.05 M

Akiko Remixed
Download 2.75

Akiko Unplugged
Download 2.0

We... thirast...

Or someone selling copies of your film on eBay without paying you!!

Or the New York tourist board using a 5-minute segment of your work as an advertisement for the city?

Take a vacation in New York by Akiko (sort of) brought to you by the New York tourist board.
COPYRIGHT ALSO GIVES YOU THE CHOICE TO EXERCISE THAT CONTROL IN WAYS YOU LIKE.

YOU COULD CHOOSE TO OFFER YOUR WORK ONLINE UNDER A CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE, BUT ONLY FOR NONCOMMERCIAL USE, AND IF YOU GOT ATTRIBUTION.

 cena = ONLY NONCOMMERCIAL USE
 by = USE WITH ATTRIBUTION

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE: http://creativecommons.org/

Creative Commons is a nonprofit that offers a flexible copyright for creative work.

OFTEN FILMMAKERS TRANSFER THEIR COPYRIGHTS TO OTHERS--DISTRIBUTORS OR FUNDERS. COPYRIGHT HELPS PROTECT THEIR RIGHTS TOO, AND THAT ENCOURAGES THEM TO MAKE A DEAL WITH YOU.

YOU COULD MAKE A DEAL WITH PBS OR HBO...

SCREEN YOUR WORK AT FULL FRAME...

OR HAVE IT DISTRIBUTED TO MOVIE THEATERS.

FULL FRAME DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF NEW YORK

SUPER SAVER MULTICINEMAS 25

ALL SEATS $2.00
SO, COPYRIGHT GIVES YOU RIGHTS THAT YOU CAN USE TO CONTROL AND GET PAID FOR YOUR WORK.

ARTISTS SOMETIMES THINK THEY WANT TO HAVE AS MUCH COPYRIGHT PROTECTION AS POSSIBLE.

AT ITS BEST, IT PRODUCES A BRILLIANT DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM OF CREATIVITY.

WELL, THIS MAY BE GREAT ON THE OUTPUT SIDE; BUT WHAT ABOUT THE INPUT SIDE?

IF EVERYTHING IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT, THEN WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR RAW MATERIALS?

COPYRIGHT LAW ALSO TRIES TO GIVE ARTISTS ACCESS TO THE RAW MATERIALS THEY NEED TO CREATE IN THE FIRST PLACE.
So who is this?

That's Judge Alex Kozinski of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

Judge Kozinski said: "Overprotecting intellectual property is as harmful as underprotecting it. Creativity is impossible without a rich public domain. . . . Overprotection stifles the very creative forces it's supposed to nurture."

The judge explains: "Nothing today, likely nothing since we tamed fire, is genuinely new: culture, like science and technology, grows by accretion, each new creator building on the works of those who came before."

Hmmm...
SO COPYRIGHT LAW ISN'T JUST ABOUT LOCKING THINGS UP?

COPYRIGHT ALSO PROTECTS THE RIGHTS OF USERS AND FUTURE CREATORS.

NOT AT ALL.

TO ENCOURAGE CREATIVITY, COPYRIGHT LAW MUST STRIKE A CAREFUL BALANCE.

ALLOWING ARTISTS TO PROTECT THEIR WORKS.

BUT ALSO ENSURING THE AVAILABILITY OF RAW MATERIALS FOR FUTURE CREATION.

IT STRIKES THIS BALANCE IN SEVERAL WAYS. CERTAIN THINGS - FACTS AND IDEAS - AREN'T COPYRIGHTABLE AT ALL...
When you're making movies, though, a lot of what you are capturing is copyrightable expression.

So...

Fair use...

To report on news,

To make a parody,

To quote for scholarly purposes,

To criticize,

For research, and more!!

To copy for class,
§ 107: Limitations on exclusive rights: fair use
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by the copyright law, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright.

In determining whether the use made of a particular work is fair use, the factors to be considered are:

1. the purpose and character of the use,
2. the nature of the copyrighted work,
3. the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole,
4. the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

This "fair use" defense is not available when the material is used for the purpose of creating a derivative work.

§ 108: Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by libraries and archives
Except as provided in this title and notwithstanding the provisions of copyright or of any treaty or international agreement to which the United States is a party, the making of a reproduction or a derivative work of a copyrighted work by or for a library or archives, under the conditions prescribed by this section, is not an infringement of copyright.

The making of a reproduction or a derivative work of a copyrighted work, except as provided in this title and in section 107, is not an infringement of copyright if the following conditions are met:

1. the reproduction or derivative work is produced by or for a library or archives,
2. the reproduction or derivative work is made without the consent of the copyright owner,
3. the reproduction or derivative work is not used for direct or indirect commercial advantage or disadvantage,
4. the reproduction or derivative work is not used for a work of authorship or other copyrightable subject matter which is produced or compiled without respect to the work of the copyright owner or of any other person.

The reproduction or derivative work is made in a form or format that is reasonably accessible to the public.

The reproduction or derivative work is made without changing or altering the substance of the copyrighted work.

The reproduction or derivative work is not made to be used for the purpose of circumventing any technological protection measures.

The reproduction or derivative work is made in a manner that is not harmful to the rights and interests of the copyright owner or any other person.

The reproduction or derivative work is not used to infringe the rights of the copyright owner or any other person.

The reproduction or derivative work is not used for the purpose of an unlawful act.
Sony v. Universal Studios (1984)
Fair use: home videotaping of television shows.

"Time-shifting," or videotaping television shows in order to watch them later, was fair use, said the Supreme Court, even though VCR users were copying the entire programs. One key reason was that the time-shifting was private and non-commercial. That meant that the film companies had to prove market harm. The Court did not believe they had done so.
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose (1994)
Fair use: a rap parody of "Pretty Woman".

The rap group 2 Live Crew made a song called "Pretty Woman" that borrowed the bass riff, much of the tune and some lyrics from Roy Orbison's "Oh, Pretty Woman." 2 Live Crew seemed to have 2 strikes against them. They used a lot of the song, and their use was "commercial." The Supreme Court said that even so, this could be fair use. They saw the song as a parody. It "juxtaposes the romantic musings of a man whose fantasy comes true, with degrading taunts, a bawdy demand for sex, and a sigh of relief from paternal responsibility." Because the song was a parody, 2 Live Crew was also allowed to copy more of it – as effective parodies need to "conjure up the original."
Fair use: a parody of "Gone with the Wind" from a slave's point of view.

Author Alice Randall wrote a parody of Gone with the Wind criticizing its romanticized depiction of slavery and the antebellum South, and in doing so alluded to copyrighted characters and scenes from Gone with the Wind.

FRANKLY MY DEAR, THEY SHOULDN'T HAVE GIVEN A DAMN!

The Court of Appeals held that this could be fair use: "It is hard to imagine how Randall could have specifically criticized Gone with the Wind without depending heavily upon copyrighted elements of that book. A parody is a work that seeks to comment upon or criticize another work by appropriating elements of the original..."
Not a fair use: scooping President Ford's memoirs.

The Nation.
Time Magazine agreed to purchase the exclusive right to print a pre-publication excerpt of ex-president Ford's autobiography. Before Time's article came out, the political magazine The Nation got an unauthorized copy of the manuscript. The Nation published its own article, which included 300-400 words from Ford's autobiography about his decision to pardon President Nixon. The Supreme Court said this was not a fair use. Why? The memoirs had not been published yet, and authors have a right to decide whether and when their work will be published. The Court found that The Nation had "effectively arrogated to itself the right of first publication" for the purpose of "scooping" Time's planned article. (Time then canceled the article.) The Court also said that the parts of Ford's book used, though small, were its "heart" – the most powerful and interesting part.
SO HOW DOES ALL THIS APPLY TO ME?

WELL, COURTS HAVE FOUND FAIR USE WHEN DOCUMENTARIES USE SHORT CLIPS IN TRANSFORMATIVE—NEW, DIFFERENT AND VALUABLE—WAYS, INSTEAD OF MERELY "RIPPING OFF" THE COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL.

HERE'S SOME EXAMPLES OF USES THAT WERE FOUND TO BE "FAIR."

ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACKS

INVADATION OF THE SAUCER-MEN

IT CONQUERED THE WORLD

MUSIC COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY
RONALD STEIN

The documentary Aliens Invade Hollywood could use 3 clips totaling 48 seconds (1%) from Invasion of the Saucermen to show early film portrayals of alien visitations and government cover-ups.

THIS IS A FAIR USE—SO LONG AS YOU DON'T MENTION AREA 51!!!

DON'T WORRY MA'AM, THAT EXCERPT DIDN'T SHOW A REAL UFO... SWAMP GAS FROM A WEATHER BALLOON...

An A&E biography of Peter Graves could use 20 seconds (less than 1%) of It Conquered the World, which starred Graves, to show his modest beginnings in the film business.

THIS MOVIE, SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO EXCERPT IT, WILL SELF-DESTRUCT IN 20 SECONDS!
A TBS biography of Muhammad Ali could use 9-14 clips totaling between 41 seconds and 2 minutes (between .7 and 2.1%) from *When We Were Kings*, a documentary focusing on the "Rumble in the Jungle" fight in Zaire between Ali and George Foreman. (The parties disagreed about the number of clips, so the court used the 9-14 range.)

An that ladeez 'n gentz - is a... fair use!!!

In all these cases, the courts thought the uses were "transformative" because the purpose of the original movies was to entertain viewers, while the documentaries used the clips for commentary and criticism.

Fair use means you can quote like a butterfly, sting like a bee!!

Also, the clips weren't the heart of the movies they were taken from and were "too few, too short, and too small in relation to the whole" to undercut the market for those films.
The Definitive Elvis, a 16-hour documentary that advertised its "all-encompassing" collection of Elvis appearances, used clips from The Ed Sullivan Show, The Steve Allen Show, and Elvis TV specials. The court thought that these uses went beyond biographical reference and were just rebroadcast as entertainment, often without commentary or interruption. Even though the clips were short – ranging from a few seconds to a minute, many were "the heart" of the original shows, including the moments when Elvis sang his most famous songs.
Fair use is one way copyright law mediates between the need to give incentives to creators and the need to use content to create and comment on the world.

**Term limits are another.**

As recently as 1977, the term was 28 years with the option to renew for another 28.

**Tick**

**Tock**

**Tick**

But now the term lasts 70 years past the death of the author and 95 years for corporate authors.

Originally copyright expired after fourteen years...

**Tick**

**Tick**

**Tick**

**Tock**

**Tick**

This effectively ropes off most of 20th century culture... Every book, every movie, every poem, every song is protected for nearly 100 years and sometimes more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
<td>14 + 14 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>28 + 14 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>28 + 28 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>70 years past death of author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>95 years for corporate authors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>20 more years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now only works published before 1923 are clearly in the public domain.
The ever-lengthening copyright term seems to be having the opposite effect from what the constitution intended...

1998  2018  2038  2078

It hinders artists who want to use older works, even when the copyright owner can't be found or wouldn't care. The longer term also puts more pressure on "fair use."

Traditionally, we had a thin layer of intellectual property protection surrounding a large and rich public domain. Now the balance between what is and isn't protected has been upset. Copyright law may no longer serve the interests of creators.

It didn't cover very much, and it didn't cover it for very long.

CRACK
WOW, I WONDER IF WE WOULD HAVE THE GREAT DOCUMENTARIES FROM THE PAST IF THESE LEGAL CHANGES HAD BEEN IN PLACE BACK THEN?

LOOK BACK
THE ROLLING STONES
GIMME SHELTER

DAVID MAYSLES - ALBERT MAYSLES - CHARLOTTE ZWERIN

WHEN I THINK ABOUT IT TOO HARD, I LOSE MY BALANCE.

OBVIOUSLY NOT EVERYTHING YOU CAN SEE OR HEAR (OR FILM OR TAPE) IS COPYRIGHTABLE, BUT STILL...
I'm almost afraid to ask: What else is there to watch out for?

Well copyright issues are a handful. But filmmakers may also run into trademark issues.

While copyright law protects artistic works, trademark law protects brand names and logos that tell consumers where products came from.

Sometimes it makes my head spin...

Even when it's not required by law, filmmakers are sometimes told to clear trademarks.

What?

We live in a logo world!

I can't film without catching them! Do I need to blur or airbrush them out?
NO! THE PRACTICE OF CLEARING RIGHTS TO SIGNS AND LOGOS MAY BE INFLUENCED BY...

BAD LEGAL ADVICE...

YOU NEED TO CLEAR EVERYTHING!

OVERLY CAUTIOUS FILMMAKERS...

AGGRESSIVE TRADEMARK OWNERS...

AND THAT'S JUST NOT THE CASE WHEN A LOGO INCIDENTALLY APPEARS IN YOUR FILM!

BUT TO INFRINGE A TRADEMARK, YOU WOULD GENERALLY HAVE TO USE IT IN A WAY THAT CONFUSES CONSUMERS.
Even in feature films, the use of trade marks to depict “reality” has been protected by courts.

Caterpillar sued Disney claiming that “George of the Jungle 2” infringed its trade marks.

In the film, the evil industrialist tries to destroy George’s jungle with “Caterpillar” bulldozers. A federal court refused to block the film’s release.

“The appearance of products bearing well known trade marks in cinema and television is a common phenomenon.”
WHAT ABOUT GETTING PERMISSION FROM PEOPLE WHO APPEAR IN THE DOCUMENTARY?

PERMISSION IS NORMALLY REQUIRED -- PRIVACY IS A LEGITIMATE CLAIM.

WHAZZUP?

BUT THERE IS AN IMPORTANT FIRST AMENDMENT EXCEPTION THAT LETS YOU SHOW PEOPLE INVOLVED IN MATTERS OF PUBLIC INTEREST, WITHOUT PERMISSION.

MICHAEL MOORE INTERVIEWED JAMES NICHOLS, BROTHER OF TERRY NICHOLS, IN THE DOCUMENTARY "BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE." MOORE SUGGESTED THAT NICHOLS MIGHT HAVE SOME CONNECTION TO THE OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBING ("The Feds didn't have the goods on James, so the charges were dropped.") NICHOLS SUED, CLAIMING MOORE HAD DEFAMED HIM, BUT HE ALSO SAID THAT HIS "RIGHT OF PUBLICITY" HAD BEEN VIOLATED. THE COURT HELD THAT BECAUSE THE FILM ADDRESSED A MATTER OF IMPORTANT PUBLIC CONCERN -- VIOLENCE IN AMERICA -- AND NICHOLS WAS PART OF THE BOMBING STORY, MOORE'S USE OF NICHOLS WAS SPEECH PROTECTED BY THE FIRST AMENDMENT.
Even when the documentary isn’t about such controversial issues, some state laws allow the filmmaker to use a person’s picture without permission if the subject is “news” or “public affairs.” And “public affairs” can be defined pretty broadly.

A documentary about the early days of Malibu used some footage of famous surfer Mickey Dora, who sued for unauthorized use of his image.

The California law had an exception for public affairs and the judge said a surfing documentary qualified.

“[Surfing] has created a lifestyle that influences speech, behavior, dress, and entertainment, among other things.”

To say nothing about creating an intergalactic superhero!!
SO, AS LONG AS I UNDERSTAND THE LIMITS OF THE LAW, I'VE SET, RIGHT?

YOU'VE HEARD OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS INSURANCE?

YES, E & O INSURANCE.

WELL, REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE LAW SAYS, RIGHTS CLEARANCES MAY PLAY OUT DIFFERENTLY IN PRACTICE...

INSURANCE COMPANIES, UNDERSTANDABLY RISK AVERSE, TYPICALLY REQUIRE A DETAILED LIST OF THE SOURCE AND LICENSING STATUS OF THE MATERIAL IN THE FILM...

TO SHOW YOUR FILM TO A BROADER PUBLIC THROUGH CONVENTIONAL DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS LIKE HBO OR PBS – YOU NEED E & O INSURANCE TO COVER POSSIBLE LAWSUITS.

SO, WHAT I CAN AND CANNOT USE DEPENDS ON WHAT THE BROADCASTER, DISTRIBUTOR, INSURANCE COMPANY, BROKERS AND LAWYERS ARE COMFORTABLE WITH?

FAIR USES MAY HAVE TO BE CLEARED BY AN ARMY OF LAWYERS OR CUT FROM THE FILM?
No, that's not always the case...

For example, the producers of the 2004 film "Super Size Me" assumed the risk of being sued and went forward with an E&O policy that excluded claims from McDonald's.

McDonald's didn't sue them...

Over ten billion sued?

Of course, a lawsuit could have unwittingly promoted the film's criticisms.

Also, a few E&O brokers may be more willing to recognize fair use claims than the industry in general.
AND E&O INSURANCE IS ONLY REQUIRED TO GET ACCESS TO CONVENTIONAL DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS.

NOW WITH THE INTERNET AND ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DISTRIBUTION, FILMMAKERS CAN REACH A BROAD AUDIENCE WITHOUT GETTING INSURANCE.
With or without insurance, though, sometimes people get scared out of using stuff that they have a perfect right to use.

How's that?

They might receive a "cease and desist" letter with far-fetched claims and demands...

And comply out of fear of stiff penalties or uncertainty about the law.

If you receive one of these letters, you should go to www.chillingeffects.org for helpful information.

BILKEM & BOYES, LLP DEAR FILMMAKER:

CEASE and DESIST!!! (OR ELSE!)

Also, fair use questions often come up when films are nearing completion...

And you're running out of time and money!

The line between fair and unfair use can be fuzzy, and lawsuits can be expensive and unpleasant.

So artists may shy away from acts that are actually legal.

Y'know, it sounds like the law is setting up nothing but obstacles!

Not at all. It's the law that gives you the right to control and sell your footage and also gives you users' rights, including fair use.

Hmmmm... I might want to sell my footage to someone making a TV show about New York.
...but I wouldn't expect payment if my documentary was playing in the background of another shot?

If the goal of copyright is to encourage people to create, then these kinds of rights clearances don't make any sense...

Is anyone better off with all these payments for tiny fragments of culture?

Is the idea that artists won't make films or music, unless they have the right to control a few seconds in a documentary?
IF THE POINT OF COPYRIGHT IS TO PROMOTE CREATIVITY IS IT WORKING?!!
ACTUALLY THE ANSWER ISN'T CLEAR...

OF COURSE FILMMAKERS AND DISTRIBUTORS SHOULD GET PAID AND COPYRIGHT SHOULD PREVENT WHOLESALE APPROPRIATION.

YOU CAN'T JUST MAKE A FILM ADAPTATION OF SOMEONE ELSE'S NOVEL OR PUT SONGS ON YOUR SOUNTRACK WITHOUT PERMISSION AND YOU SHOULDN'T BE ABLE TO.

BUT DOCUMENTARIANS NEED TO DEPICT A WORLD FULL OF COPYRIGHTED CULTURE. DEMANDING PAYMENT FOR EVERY USE CAN HINDER THE VERY CREATIVITY THAT COPYRIGHT IS SUPPOSED TO ENCOURAGE.

SO... I SHOULDN'T AVOID, REPLACE OR AIRBRUSH EVERYTHING OUT?

NO! THAT WOULD MEAN GIVING UP DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKING!
You need to understand the law, which includes understanding what your rights are.

Remember, the copyright system allows you to protect your work, but also has important limitations that allow you to create in the first place.

Fair use -- use it or lose it!!

To preserve the system, we have to preserve fair use.
All of this information has been really useful. When I'm dealing with rights clearance issues, I'll have a much better idea of what's going on.

And we've only been discussing what the law and practices currently are... one reason they're this way is because people assume that's what artists want. But the law and the 'rights' culture can change if enough artists are unhappy with them!

Whatever happens you've convinced me of this, I'm not going to produce an airbrushed or fictionalized version of this documentary!

But what about the bigger issue? What kind of copyright system do we want?
WELL, COPYRIGHT REFLECTS A SET OF SOCIAL CHOICES. YOU COULD CHOOSE A WORLD WHERE EVERY SNIPPET AND FRAGMENT IS OWNED.

THAT SEEMS TO BE THE WAY WE ARE GOING NOW.

THERE ARE WAYS THIS COULD BENEFIT YOU, IF YOUR MATERIAL IS IN DEMAND — SAY YOU OWNED SOMETHING LIKE "HAPPY BIRTHDAY" — AND YOU'RE LARGELY A SELLER AND NOT A BUYER. YOU COULD BE PAID FOR IT AGAIN AND AGAIN AND MAKE LOTS OF MONEY.

NO

TRESPASSING VIOLATORS WILL BE SHOT SURVIVORS WILL BE SHOT AGAIN

LOOK OVER THERE...
The idea that creativity is going to flourish in a world where everything is controlled just doesn't ring true to me.
I imagine a rather different kind of landscape where some things need to be private, but we need a lot of open public space in between—space that everyone can use...

That's a nice image. It's as if we were zoning an environment of the mind. Who would want to do without roads and parks?
The ecological idea really works. What we need here is sustainable development. We've learned that development must be balanced with environmental protection. In the cultural realm, we need to have a similar balance between what is owned and what is free for everyone to use...
HMMMM... THE CULTURAL ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT... THAT'S AN INTERESTING IDEA FOR A DOCUMENTARY...
These shadows have danced for you for a fragment of time.

Perhaps something in their words has caught your attention, taught you something, given you an idea?

But now their moment in the light is over.

Until the next time we meet, all that is left is...

Silence.

Not yet...

Wait...
Afterword
The True Story of *Bound By Law:*
(or 'Why Three Stodgy Academics Wrote a Comic Book')
James Boyle

The authors of this book are frequent, and for the most part, appreciative users of the law of copyright. Keith trained as an artist, has published several comic books and many scholarly articles, and is the bass player for The Garden Weasels - a band that is generally described as being "pretty good considering it is made up entirely of law professors." Apart from her academic work, Jennifer is also a pianist, filmmaker and short story writer. James has written books and numerous articles, and is a columnist for the *Financial Times* online. He also serves on the Board of Creative Commons, a non-profit organization that provides simplified copyright tools for artists and creators. We have all authored copyrighted works, cashed royalty checks, and benefitted from the ability to make "fair use" of copyrighted material in our own creations, whether artistic or scholarly. And we are all also scholars and teachers of copyright law - studying its history, its goals, its constitutional basis, and its impact on the arts. In the process, we have come to admire the way that copyright law has adapted to new media and new technologies through history, maintaining its balance between the realm of ownership and the realm of the public domain - where material is free for all to use without permission or fee. So count us as stodgy believers in the copyright system, not revolutionaries eager to scrap the whole thing.

But from the depths of our stodginess comes this little message - the system appears to have gone astray, to have lost sight of its original goal. Does anyone believe that
"the progress of science and the useful arts" is furthered by requiring documentary filmmakers to clear every fragment of copyrighted material caught in their films - even a copyrighted ring-tone on a phone, or a fleeting fragment of TV in the background of a shot? To be fair, in many - perhaps most - cases these demands for payment or clearance have nothing to do with copyright law as it stands. Instead, they are a manifestation of a "permissions culture" premised on the belief that copyright gives its owners the right to demand payment for every type of usage, no matter its length, or its purpose, or the context in which it is set. But that is not, and never has been the law. Copyright may also be adjusting poorly to a world in which everyone can have their own digital printing press; the citizen publishers of cyberspace, the young digital artists, filmmakers and musicians, are unlikely to have high-priced lawyers advising them. The flourishing of digital media has been seen by policymakers mainly as a threat - as the rise of a "pirate culture of lawlessness." That threat is real. But what is missing is a sense of the corresponding opportunity.

Copyright is not an end in itself. It is a tool to promote the creation and distribution of knowledge and culture. What could be a better manifestation of this goal than a world in which there are few barriers to entry, where a blog can break a major political scandal, a $218 digital film can go to the Cannes Film Festival, a podcast can reach tens of thousands of listeners, a mash-up can savagely criticize the government's response to a hurricane, where recording and remixing technology better than anything Phil Spector ever had may come bundled free with your laptop? Yet for many of these new digital creators, copyright appears more
as an obstacle than as an aid. Sometimes - as with many of the examples we described in this comic book - that may be the result of simple misinformation, a culture of fear and legal threats, or private gatekeepers using copyright law as an excuse to impose deals on artists who lack the information and power to protest. At other times, it seems the law genuinely has lost its internal balance and needs to be reformed - one example might be the extraordinary retrospective lengthening of the copyright term. Just as the digital revolution allows us to offer cheap access to the texts, movies, music and images of the twentieth century, we have extended the length of copyright terms so that most of those cultural artifacts are off limits, even though they are commercially unavailable and their authors cannot be found. But if copyright has sometimes failed, or been applied so that it fails, the answer is not to ignore it, to lose respect for it, to violate it.

One of the under-appreciated tragedies of the permissions culture is that many young artists only experience copyright as an impediment, a source of incomprehensible demands for payment, cease and desist letters, and legal transaction costs. Technology allows them to mix, to combine, to create collages. They see law as merely an obstacle. This is a shame because copyright can be a valuable tool for artists and creators of all kinds - even
for many of those who are trying to share their work without charge. Copyright can work in the culture of mash-ups, parodies and remixes, of hypertext links and online educational materials. But it can do so only if we do not let the system slide further out of balance.

We thought about how to present these messages to an audience of artists and filmmakers, how to pass on the information that they need to make the system work for them. But at the same time we wanted to reach a wider audience - an audience of citizens and policymakers who generally hear nothing about copyright except the drumbeat of "Piracy! Piracy! Piracy!" The story of documentary film is vitally important in its own right. Documentaries are the most vivid visual record of our history, our controversies and our culture. But their story is also a manifestation of a wider problem and one that we thought could enrich the public debate on the subject.

For some strange reason, none of our intended audiences seem eager to read scholarly law review articles. What's more, there is something perverse about explaining an essentially visual and frequently surreal reality in gray, lawyerly prose. Finally, what could better illustrate the process we describe than a work which has to feature literally hundreds of copyrighted works in order to tell its story, a living exercise in fair use? Hence this book. It is the first in a series from Duke's Center for the Study of the Public Domain dealing with the effects of intellectual property on art and culture. We hope you enjoy it. For those who are interested in the wider debate on the ownership and control of science and knowledge, or the ideas behind "cultural environmentalism," links to other resources are given on the next page.

Center for the Study of the Public Domain
Duke Law School http://www.law.duke.edu/cspd

"The mission of the Center is to promote research and scholarship on the contributions of the public domain to speech, culture, science and innovation, to promote debate about the balance needed in our intellectual property system and to translate academic research into public policy solutions." An online version of this work is available for free at our website.
Further Reading on Intellectual Property and Culture
James Boyle, The Second Enclosure Movement & the Construction of the Public Domain
"It may sound paradoxical, but in a very real sense protection of the commons was one of the fundamental goals of intellectual property law. In the new vision of intellectual property, however, property should be extended everywhere - more is better. Expanding patentable and copyrightable subject matter, lengthening the copyright term, giving legal protection to 'digital barbed wire' even if it is used in part to protect against fair use: Each of these can be understood as a vote of no-confidence in the productive powers of the commons...."

http://www.law.duke.edu/journals/lcp/indexpd.htm
"What does the public domain do? What is its importance, its history, its role in science, art, and in the building of the Internet? How is the public domain similar to and different from the idea of a commons? Is it constitutionally protected, or required by the norms of free expression? This edited collection, the first to focus on the public domain, seeks to answer those questions. Its topics range across a broad swath of innovation and creativity, from science and the Internet to music and culture jamming. Its list of authors includes prominent environmental scholars, appropriation artists, legal theorists, historians and literary critics."

"A technology has given us a new freedom. Slowly, some begin to understand that this freedom need not mean anarchy. We can carry a free culture into the twenty-first century, without artists losing and without the potential of digital technology being destroyed.... Common sense must revolt. It must act to free culture. Soon, if this potential is ever to be realized."

A Sampling of Legal Resources: These are not a substitute for legal advice. For specific legal questions please consult a lawyer.
- Center for Social Media at American University: Best Practices in Fair Use
  http://www.centerforsocialmedia.org/fairuse.htm "Documentary filmmakers have created, through their professional associations, a clear, easy to understand statement of fair and reasonable approaches to fair use."
- Chart on Rights Clearance Problems and Possible Solutions
- Copyright Overview http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/index.php/Copyright
- The Copyright Act: 17 U.S.C. §§ 101-1332
- Copyright and Fair Use http://fairuse.stanford.edu
- Copyright Term and the Public Domain
  http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/training/Hirtle_Public_Domain.htm
- United States Copyright Office http://www.copyright.gov

Selected Organizations
- Center for the Study of the Public Domain http://www.law.duke.edu/cspd
  The home of the Arts Project that brought you this comic.
- Center for Social Media http://www.centerforsocialmedia.org
  The home of the Best Practices Statement.
• Chilling Effects Clearinghouse http://www.chillingeffects.org
Chilling Effects aims to help Internet users understand the protections that the First Amendment and intellectual property laws give to online activities, with a particular focus on cease and desist letters.

• Creative Commons http://creativecommons.org
Creative Commons builds upon the "all rights reserved" of traditional copyright to create a voluntary "some rights reserved" copyright. It is a nonprofit and all of the tools are free.

• Electronic Frontier Foundation http://www.eff.org
The premier online civil liberties organization.

• Full Frame Documentary Film Festival http://www.fullframefest.org/main.html
The leading documentary film festival in the United States. Takes place each spring in Durham, North Carolina.

• Motion Picture Association of America http://www.mpaa.org
Founded in 1922, the MPAA is the trade association of the American film, video and television industry.

• Public Knowledge http://www.publicknowledge.org
Representing the public interest in intellectual property policy.

• Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts http://www.vlno.org
VLA provides pro bono legal services, and educational programs, to the arts community in New York and beyond.
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A documentary is being filmed. A cell phone rings, playing the "Rocky" theme song. The filmmaker is told she must pay $10,000 to clear the rights to the song. Can this be true? "Eyes on the Prize", the great civil rights documentary, was pulled from circulation because the filmmakers' rights to music and footage had expired. What's going on here? It’s the collision of documentary filmmaking and intellectual property law, and it's the inspiration for this comic book. Follow its heroine Akiko as she films her documentary, and navigates the twists and turns of intellectual property. Why do we have copyrights? What's "fair use"? *Bound By Law* reaches beyond documentary film to provide a commentary on the most pressing issues facing law, art, property and an increasingly digital world of remixed culture.

**Advance Praise for Bound By Law**

"Will a spiky-haired, camera-toting super-heroine... restore decency and common sense to the world of creative endeavor?... *Bound By Law* exercises the fair-use doctrine in a romp through popular culture." -Paul Bonner, *The Herald-Sun*

"*Bound by Law?* stars Akiko, a curvaceous, muscular filmmaker (think Tomb Raider's Lara Croft with spiky hair) planning to shoot a documentary about a day in the life of New York City... [It] translates law into plain English and abstract ideas into 'visual metaphors.' So the comic’s heroine, Akiko, brandishes a laser gun as she fends off a cyclopean 'Rights Monster' - all the while learning copyright law basics, including the line between fair use and copyright infringement." -Brandt Goldstein, *The Wall Street Journal* online

"*Bound By Law* riffs expertly on classic comic styles, from the Crypt Keeper to *Mad Magazine*, superheros to *Understanding Comics*, and lays out a sparkling, witty, moving and informative story about how the eroded public domain has made documentary filmmaking into a minefield." -Cory Doctorow, *BoingBoing.net*

For more information, and free digital versions of this book, please visit www.law.duke.edu/cspd/comics
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